CITY HR CONFERENCE
LOOKS TO THE FUTURE
The City HR Conference has taken a new futuristic dimension using the latest technology,
space and content to set the scene for the people agenda over the next 5 years.
Taking place at the London Stock Exchange, an
organisation which represents integrity, innovation
and international operations, the conference will
explore the opportunities and disruptors affecting
firms and how HR can lead businesses in the context
of successful transformation.
We are delighted to welcome to the platform
seasoned City commentators and leading HR
experts in the fields of:■ A New City? Navigating the Opportunities
and Challenges Ahead which will be skilfully and perhaps occasionally controversially-led by
Anthony Hilton of the City Pages of the London
Evening Standard and also a well-known TV
commentator and author on City affairs.
■ Alignment of the People Agenda to the
Business Strategy which will be the response
of HR Leaders to these potential triumphs and
disruptors and will assess the impact on
banking, asset management, insurance and
the markets in general. Exploring ‘How can
the COO and HR Director respond to current
business challenges and support the board in
crucial people decision-making?’ will be
Joanna Place, COO, Bank of England; Tim
Jones, Group HRD of the London Stock
Exchange and Annette Andrews, HR Director
of Lloyds's of London each looking at
different market perspectives and how each is
rising to the challenges posed by disruptors as
well as embedding regulation, remuneration
and diversity and inclusion.
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■ Media Training for HR including ‘on-air’
responses delivered by Martin Popplewell, a
News Presenter and Reporter, and using the inhouse TV Studio operated by the London Stock
Exchange. This will be a unique opportunity to
view or experience a live media interview and to
see the workings of a TV studio.
■ The Role of HR in Combatting Cyber-Crime
with a live experiential session delivered by Ed
Cowen, a leading authority on cyber-crime
and GDPR.
■ Britain's Got Talent.
A behind-the-scenes look at some City
colleagues who have extraordinary talents
which reinforce their business expertise and
may help to bring out the best in situations including this conference.
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The conference has been shaped by the venue
itself which epitomises innovation in terms of
technology, its surroundings and the unique
television studio which will feature in a key session.
Consolidating this experience will be a new
format called EXPERT BYTES on topics such as AI
and digitisation, trust and culture, remuneration
and regulation together with diversity and
inclusion where members will receive a 10 minute
detailed insight, supported by handouts and
toolkits, which can be applied to re-inforce and
support HR practices and decision-making in their
own firms.

Please visit www.cityhr.co.uk/events or see the download button on the home page to find out more
about the conference which takes place on 20th November 2017.
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